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A member in good standing of the Jews' Media recently penned an article 
in NEW YORK magazine exposing a "conspiracy of silence" surrounding 
Joe Biden's advanced state of mental decomposition.  Author Olivia Nuzzi 
confessed that the Jews' Media has known Biden is senile for years, along 
with "Democrat" officials, Washington insiders and the party's wealthy 
donors.       

Her July 4 article is titled "The Conspiracy of Silence to Protect Joe 
Biden," and it describes the efforts of some involved in this conspiracy, 
including those she refers to as "Democratic officials, activists, and 
donors..."  She characterizes Biden's dementia as a "dark family secret" 
among participants in the conspiracy.  Equally important, she indicates 
that many have also come to the realization that Biden is so dissipated, 
mentally, he couldn't possibly be running the federal government and 
that others must be secretly calling the shots. 

 

 

"I got oil cancer after Uncle Brosie was eaten by cannibals..." 



At long last, "Democrats" and their donor class know what every Fox 
News and NewsMax viewer has known for years:  that Joe Biden is  
more like the "Cadaver-in-Chief."  Specifically, the party that claims to 
epitomize democracy is unconstitutionally running the Executive 
Branch by PROXY, using corrupt and treasonous individuals like Barack 
Hussein Obama, and loyal ideologues such as Susan Rice and Lisa 
Monaco as go-betweens for Obama and Biden's staff.  They have seized 
the helm to complete the task of transitioning America into the 
international socialist orbit begun by Obama in 2009. 
 
There are a number of lessons to be gleaned from Nuzzi's candor.  One 
is the staggeringly corrupt nature of the "Democrat" Party's donors, who 
have mindlessly-funded the near-destruction of the Constitution and 
Rule of Law by the very traitors to whom they contribute large sums of 
often dark and bundled campaign contributions.  Another lesson is that 
the "Democrat" Party and the Marxist ideologues who run it are no more 
democratic than was the so-called "German Democratic Republic" when 
it was East Germany, and part of the old Soviet Bloc.   

A third lesson is that the Jews' Media is just as corrupt and dishonest as 
the cabal's political wing, and cannot be trusted under any 
circumstances.  After hiding Biden's dementia from the public for at least 
four years, they are suddenly willing to reveal the truth about him only 
because a bloodbath is looming for them in the November elections if 
Biden is heading the ticket.  Now, as they work to grease the skids to 
remove Biden as either president or the 2024 "Democrat" nominee, they 
are suddenly caught in a tangled web of their own lies, making the task 
far more difficult.   

Ironically, the same kikes, coons, queers and communists in the Jews' 
Media and "Democrat" Party -- who shamelessly lied about Biden's 
competence and fitness-for-office FOR FOUR YEARS -- are now calling for 
him to resign.  (Go figure!)  



 

Douchebags, Liars & Chameleons 

 

That kind of dishonesty is hardly news to conservatives, Republicans, 
Libertarians or other honest people, who watched the Jews' Media 
dismiss Hunter Biden's laptop as "Russian disinformation" for four 
years.  None cared to fact-check its contents to justify their lies, 
although conclusive proof of its legitimacy was readily available in the 
NEW YORK POST, an honest newspaper not part of their cabal.  In 
dismissing Hunter's laptop, they spiked the BIGGEST SCANDAL IN 
AMERICAN POLITICAL HISTORY, one that has left Joe Biden totally 
compromised and vulnerable to extortion by China and other nations 
to whom he sold the influence of his office.   

Moreover, the Jews' Media intentionally misreported most of the other 
big news stories of the 21st Century:  It ignored Obama's Constitutional 
ineligibility;  It ignored the fact that Joe Biden has been a pathological 
liar for 50 years;  It spiked Hillary's destruction of evidence that would 
have exposed her sale of influence to foreign nations;  It relentlessly lied 
about Trump colluding with Russia to steal the 2016 election;  It 
dismissed the Biden Family Crime Syndicate's sale of influence to China 
and other nations;  It scoffed at glaring evidence of the theft of the 2020 
presidential election through massive voter fraud;  It spiked America's 
continued invasion by Third World garbage;  And, it ignored the 



conspiracy between Biden officials and social media to censor critics on 
social media platforms.  
 
On Rush Limbaugh's radio show, whenever an important news story 
broke, he would often play sound bites from every cable and network 
news outlet that reported it.  His purpose was to expose how each 
media organ repeatedly used IDENTICAL PHRASING in their reportage, 
indicating that the same memo had been sent to each of them, 
directing them to adopt the memo's narrative.  Afterwards, their 
talking heads -- masquerading as "journalists" -- obligingly parroted the 
contents of each memo in the exact, same words.  The identical thing 
occurred during the conspiracy to hide Biden's mental decline. 
 
This phenomenon of the U.S. news media speaking in a single voice has 
been a persistent pattern for decades.  However, their betrayal doesn't 
consist exclusively of the narratives they fabricate to libel their enemies 
and promote their allies, nor is it merely their active participation in 
disinformation efforts by "Democrats" and other Marxists.  Of equal 
importance are the news stories they conspire to censor by refusing to 
investigate or report them.  This occurs whenever a particular news story 
is damaging to their political allies on the left, and especially so when 
damaging to the misnamed "Democrat" Party.  The conspiracy to protect 
Joe Biden is just one example among thousands. 

Rush was probably borrowing from the excellent work done at Accuracy 
in Media, which may have originated the practice of exposing and 
chronicling  how the Jews' Media's outlets routinely speak with a single 
voice on every important news story.  Their narratives, in which everyone 
sings the identical hymn, are intended to drown out any discordant 
voices that might offer opposing viewpoints.  Their monopolizing of news 
media narratives persisted until the alternative news media -- inspired 
by Rush, himself -- had sufficiently evolved to provide infinitely more 
accurate and honest reportage for anyone who would listen. 



 
 

The Jews' Media's Oligopoly 
 
 
 
Among its many other Herculean tasks, Trump's Justice Department 
MUST bring charges of anti-trust against the Jews' Media oligopoly, and 
force its breakup and the divestiture of its subsidiaries.  The entire 
Jews' Media and every "Democrat," socialist, communist, and so-called 
"progressive" will scream bloody murder because they're pleased with 
the status quo.  However, Trump will know he's over the target when 
the flak is thickest.  America must dismantle the Jews Media oligopoly, 
just as the federal courts previously de-consolidated the steel, oil and 
telecommunications industries in the 20th Century. 
 


